Introduction
The use of surveillance video recording is mainly based on the activity of monitoring the areas in which the surveillance cameras are located. Consequently, one of the motivations of observing the footage from surveillance video is to locate and identify regions of interest (e.g. suspected moving objects) in the covered areas. The visual information of objects such as color, shape, texture and motion etc. enables users to easily navigate and browse regions of interest in the surveillance video data. However, this requires the semi-automatic or automatic analysis and description of visual features for surveillance video data, which is usually very challengeable and time consuming. To describe the visual information of the surveillance video contents in a structured way for fast and accurate retrieval over visual queries, MPEG has standardized a set of visual descriptors in forms of metadata schema. The MPEG-7 Visual descriptors, as Part 3 of MPEG-7 (Multimedia Content Description Interface, standardized under ISO/IEC 15938), provide the standardized descriptions of visual features that enable users to identify, categorize or filter the image or video data (MPEG57/N4358). The MPEG-7 Visual descriptors enable the structured descriptions of color, texture, shape, motion, location and face recognition features. Moreover, since they are described in low-level, the retrieval process can be relatively easier by comparing a given query with the pre-generated descriptions of MPEG-7 Visual descriptors in database. In surveillance video contents, MPEG-7 Visual descriptor enables the description of the characteristics of objects. The motion trajectory can be used to describe the behavior of objects. It can track and identify when and where the objects move. The motion information for an object enables the retrieval of the object by querying the intensity of the motion or the moving direction. The automatic extraction of visual features from video contents has also become an emerging issue with MPEG-7 Visual descriptors. Recently, H.264/AVC has become a popular video compression tool for video surveillance due to its high coding efficiency and the availability of its real-time encoding devices. By incorporating content analysis into the surveillance applications, intelligent surveillance can be possible for efficient searching and retrieval of surveillance video data. In this case, the content analysis for the surveillance video data is usually required to be performed in real-time for metadata generation. For real-time generation of metadata, the content analysis is usually performed in the bitstream domain of compressed video instead of its raw pixel domain. In this chapter, we explain a feature extraction of motion trajectory which detects and tracks moving objects (ROI's) and also propose improvement to the feature extraction of motion activity of the moving objects in H.264/AVC bistreams. Our target is fast indexing of object retrieval in the metadata. Object retrieval can be performed only in interested time frame in which the metadata describes the existence of an object with high motion activity. Thus the motion trajectory of the object can be detected in the given time frame, without having to search the entire metadata, localizing objects of interest by effectively limiting the scope of searching subjects, thus reducing computation complexity in similarity matching process Much research has been made object detection and tracking in MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 compressed video, and recently some related works (Zeng, 2005; Thilak 2004; You 2007; You 2009 ) have been tried for moving object detection and tracking in H.264/AVC bitstream domains. Nevertheless the methods do not consider identifying the objects into different identity, thus the objects cannot be consistently tracked along the sequence. To overcome this problem, a novel technique is introduced which uses motion information and quantized residual coefficients in every 4x4 block partition units of a macroblock. Using smallest block partition, our method can detect small sized object. Furthermore, by observing both motion and residue coefficients, we develop a similarity model to keep track of object when occlusion occurred. We use motion activity of detected object as a point of interest in indexing the tracking using MPEG-7 descriptor. The MPEG-7 motion activity descriptor can describe the degree of motion activity caused by moving objects in the video. It has a motion intensity element to describe how much active the moving objects are. The normative of MPEG-7 motion activity descriptor only expresses the motion intensity into 5 levels of motion activity. However, how to categorize an amount of motion intensity into one of the five motion activity levels is non-normative and is left for application vendors. In this chapter, the proposed motion activity categorization method takes into account the moving and non-moving parts in each frame. The non-moving parts are usually stationary background, which are more likely to be encoded in the partition of 16x16 macroblock size. On the other hand, the moving objects are likely to be encoded in sub-macroblock partitions due to their motion. Therefore weighting factors are assigned on encoded macroblock types by giving more emphasis on sub-macroblock partitions. Details of motion activity description are described in Section 2.2. This chapter is organized as follows: We first describe the proposed method of extracting visual features from H.264/AVC bitstream domain in Section 2; the experimental results are described in Section 3; the example of conceptual structure of MPEG-7 metadata with the descriptions of extracted features is presented in Section 4; finally, the conclusion and future works are described in Section 5.
Feature extraction for MPEG-7 visual descriptor

Feature extraction of MPEG-7 motion trajectory descriptor
The MPEG-7 motion trajectory descriptor describes the transition of the relative coordinates of moving region in a frame during a sequence. The object detection and tracking method will provide the coordinates of the detected object for each frame. Feature extraction of motion trajectory is performed by observing each of 4x4 block partition units in a macrbolock in the bitstream. We take into account only the blocks having nonzero motion vectors or nonzero quantized residue coefficient by assumption that the camera is static so the observed blocks have high probability of being the region of moving objects. Define ij B as a 4x4 block partition in frame f having nonzero motion vectors and nonzero quantized residue coefficient values, where {, } iI jJ ∈ ∈ is the location of the block in the 4×4 www.intechopen.com block-unit of a 44 IJ × -sized frame. Thus by definition, all blocks having zero motion vectors are spatially segmented into background and 44 KIJ × ≺ denotes the number of 4x4 block partition that belongs to foreground that contains a nonzero motion vector and nonzero quantized residual coefficient values. We then define a block group f C as the group of 4×4 block partitions that are adjacent to each other (we will use the term "group" to refer to as the block group hereafter). Each group is representation of individual objects to be tracked. Let
be a set of groups where denotes the index of group and uU ∈ denotes the block partition index. A group may have U member block partitions, where UK ∈ but not necessarily in order of K (that is, one group may contain any arbitrary block partition regardless its index order). For implementation, we keep the maximum number of groups to be recognized to ten objects. For each group, the parameters are classified into two categories: static parameters and dynamic parameters. Static parameters are the parameters that have been defined by the bitstreams and its values will not be changed by the algorithm throughout the sequence. Dynamic parameters are the parameters that will be updated adaptively to the change of the static parameters. 
where uj f R is the residue data of u f C for each j -th pixel in block partition u . The dynamic parameters are event status and label. The status of events occurred in the group is given by {0,1} S = . The status events defined for a group are: (1) occlusion, (2) out of frame, (3) stop, and (4) in to frame. Additionally we add default status (0) if none of the mentioned status occurred to the group. For the l-th group in frame f its status is defined
f S and (4) f S according to the event respectively. Restriction applies to the event status where one object can only have at most one status in a frame. The label of the group is denoted as l with 0 l > . For the l-th group in frame f its label is defined as f l . Note that label l is not the same index as , although it is possible that a group may have the same value for the label and index, for example, in initial frame where we set the label equal to the index, or if the relative positions of objects are interchanged over the sequence (for example, if the objects are moving toward the same direction). Label www.intechopen.com l defines the actual identification of groups as object candidates regardless their positions in frames, while index defines the order of groups for which the top-leftmost group has the smaller index value. Similar to groups, we limit the maximum number of objects to ten objects. To this point, we have object candidates as groups with static and dynamic parameters which are then to be correctly identified frame to frame, i.e. tracking the objects by correctly recognize whether the candidate of objects in the current frame are the same as the identified object in the previous frame. In the next section we will describe the method of tracking the groups and set their label appropriately using a similarity model. Object tracking process begins with pre-processing the groups in order for inconsistent groups to prevent from incorrect tracking. In addition, temporal and spatial filtering is applied to remove noise that resulted from inconsistent, isolated and dangled block. In the temporal refinement, we filter (remove) the groups that inconsistently appear in frames and interpolate (insert) the groups that inconsistently disappear over frames. Let h be the number of frames where a group ˆl O exists over five consecutive frames including the current frame, two frames prior and two frames, thus 0 5 h ≤ ≤ . The filtering is simply to remove the groups that appears only in 2 frames or less as given by
Similarly, ˆf O is interpolated when there is missing groups in frame f by taking the average value of static parameters of groups in frames '{ 2 ,
O will have average values of positions, directions and energies. The interpolation is defined by
From the filtering and interpolating process, we expect to have consistent groups (object candidates) ready to be tracked. In this process we track the object candidates by updating their dynamic parameters. At the end of the process, the object candidates will be determined as the real objects f O . The first step of tracking is to observe the difference (increment or decrement) of number of groups from one frame to the next. Let f L be the total number of groups in the current frame and 1 f L − be the total number of groups in the previous frame. Then we define the difference as γ and set its value as follows Assessing the changes in the number of groups in the first step is performed when a new frame is tracked. Following the assessment we may then update the status event of every candidate of objects in a frame. The status event will determine the way of finding the similarity of an object candidate in the current frame with its corresponding one in the previous frame. The status event is updated when the number of groups in the current frame is larger than the number of groups in the previous frame. For the other γ we set status events of all groups as 0, that is,
Thus for γ =2 we update the status event of a group based on the position of the group relative to the other groups or to the the edge of the frame, or based on its existence in the current and previous frames. The relative position of a group to other groups is determined based on the Euclidean distance of its parameters. We define ( ) ( )
as the distance between object and object m in frame 1 f − , ( )
as the distance between position x of object and object m in frame 1 f − , and ( )
as the distance between position y of object and object m in frame 1 f − ; mL ∈ denotes the pair index of object in frame 1 f − where m ≠ .
The relative position of a group to the frame edge is determined by its outer boundaries. We define min( ) 
where 1 f O − denotes object in the previous frame. Based on γ and the status event, the next step of tracking is to update the label f l by finding the most similar object between two www.intechopen.com frames and to set the same label for the most similar objects. The similarity is computed by finding index that gives the minimum distance between the group in the current frame ˆf O and the object in the previous frame (1) is determined by observing the list of labels already used or currently being used in the frame so the used labels or the current labels are not defined as new labels. When γ =2,
where
denotes the existence of the object in the previous frame. By this step, the groups are now labeled with the same label of the most similar object in the previous frame and the groups are then defined as the real objects for which their parameter values will then be used in the next frame to identify the candidate of objects.
Feature extraction of MPEG-7 motion activity descriptor
The MPEG-7 motion activity descriptor describes the degree of motion activity in a frame in terms of the intensity, direction, spatial distribution, spatial localization, and temporal www.intechopen.com distribution features of motion activity. Here, we especially take into consideration the intensity feature of the descriptor because surveillance observation tends to give more attention to the intensity of motion. Furthermore, the usage of intensity descriptor is mandatory in annotating MPEG-7 motion activity. The intensity feature indicates the degree of motion into five levels (very low, low, medium, high, and very high) . However, the feature extraction itself is outside the standard. So, in this chapter, we propose a feature extraction scheme for the computation of such feature values in the H.264/AVC bitstream domain. Feature extraction of motion intensity in a frame can be performed by computing the standard deviation of the magnitudes of motion vectors of the macroblocks. The standard deviation can then be quantized into one of the five levels in which the quantization parameters are determined experimentally by the training data of motion vectors from H.264/AVC bitstreams. In this chapter, we use the quantization parameters in Table 1 as defined in (Manjunath, 2002) .
Activity value Range of σ 1 0 < σ <3.9 2 3.9 < σ < 10.7 3 10.7 < σ <17.1 4 17.1 < σ < 32 5 32 < σ Table 1 . Quantization threshold of motion intensity
The result of using the method described in (MPEG57/N4358) for surveillance video recording has drawback to describe the information of object activity. This justification is depicted in the following case. Fig. 1(a) shows the curve of standard deviation of the magnitudes of motion vectors for a surveillance video sequence with its corresponding quantized motion intensity, while Fig. 1(b) shows one frame from the sequence with its representation of motion vectors. While the frame shows the objects actively moving, the resulting level of motion activity corresponds to very low activity. This problem is caused by the size of the objects that are relatively small, compared to the resolution of the frame. Even though the method described in (MPEG57/N4358) takes into account the resolution of frame for the computation of standard deviation, it is still hard to correctly categorize such motion. Therefore, small objects with high activity cannot be identified as having high activity motion. On the other hand, it is also possible that large objects (e.g., the object that located very near to the camera) with slow activity will be identified as having high activity motion.
To overcome this problem, we propose a method of preprocessing the standard deviation values before it is quantized. Our method utilizes the macroblock partition types (16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8, 4x4 block types) and applies different values of the weighting factor for different block classes. Our method is applicable for surveillance video contents that are commonly captured by still cameras. These surveillance video usually has still background (i.e., no abrupt changes in intensity) and all motions are likely to happen by object movement. The weighting factor for each MB partition is defined based on the size of the partition itself. For example, an MB with 4x4 block types can have 16 motion vectors, so it can contribute more to the standard deviation of motion intensity, compared to the MB's with a smaller number of block partitions. For such an MB, we multiply a larger value of weighting factor to its magnitude of motion vectors so the resulting standard deviation increases large enough to represent the motion activity of the object.
(a) (b) Fig. 1. (a) The curve of standard deviation of the magnitudes of motion vectors for a surveillance video sequence and its corresponding quantized value identifies the sequence has very slow activity of objects (intensity = 1) (b) a snapshot frame from the same sequence with its corresponding motion vectors of macroblocks However, a slowly moving object close to a surveillance camera can be identified as having high motion intensity due to the large portion of the object size, compared to the background. Therefore, we need to reflect the partition of the object into the weighting factor by estimating the object size with respect to its distance to the camera. That is, the larger the estimated object size is, the larger a penalty factor value is taken into account in the weighting factor. So, the weighting factor is defined as
Here M reflects the size of the i-th partition block or macroblock, assuming that the squaresized blocks (4x4 and 8x8) contribute more to the motion activity due to more numbers of those block types in each MB, while the remaining block types (4x8, 8x4, 16x8, 8x16) are contribute less. Therefore M can be calculated as follows: 
where m and n indicate the width and height of one partitioned block in the i-th partition block or MB. r is a multiplication factor of the penalty term in (15) 
PB n is the accumulated number of all the partition blocks for a same class of the block partition types to the i-th partition block or macroblock. In (15), the penalty term contains exponents in summation. This is to put more penalties on the partition blocks of a same class coming in the subsequent MB's. In this regard, smaller values of the weighting factor are then applied for the partition blocks of having the same class with more frequent occurrence. By doing so, the slowly moving object of a large size can be regarded as having low motion activity.
In (16), the square block types are more emphasized for the calculation of standard deviation than the non-square block types because the square block type allows for more sub-block partitions which results in more motion vectors. Therefore, with the weighting factor in (15), the standard deviation of the intensity in motion activity can be calculated as 
i mv is the motion vector of the i-th partition block or macroblock and N is the total number of the partition blocks and macroblocks (no partitions) in a frame. Sometimes, due to the noise of motion caused by camera shaking, abrupt light intensity change or unexpected shadow, the standard deviation undergoes abrupt change in a certain frame over time. Therefore, we remove such outliers by applying a median filter on standard deviation values for every five frames. Finally the median filtered standard deviation values are quantized into the five levels of motion activity.
Experimental results
Feature extraction of motion trajectory
(a) Three sequences were used in our experiments: Corridor and Speedway for low and high camera, respectively; and PETS2001 for occlusion handling experiments. Corridor sequence is a QVGA (320x240), 670 frames, indoor surveillance video with single object (a person) moves toward the camera. Speedway sequence is a CIF (352x288), 198 frames, outdoor surveillance video of traffic in a speedway with several vehicles. PETS2001 is a QPAL (384x288), 600 frames, outdoor surveillance video in a building complex, with several objects and group of objects and having occlusions between some of them. We first present the observation of using energy of object to determine the similarity between objects before and after occlusion as defined in (12). Fig. 2 shows the example of occlusion and disocclusion occurred in PETS2001 sequence with the graphs showing the energy value for occluded objects before and after occlusion. In Fig. 2(a) , object 1 and object 2 starts to occlude in frame 157 and disocclude in frame 216. As depicted by the graph in Fig. 2(c) we can see that the energy value of each object is distributed fairly different so we can easily match the energy of object 1 and object 2 before and after occlusion. However, there is also case when the energy value alone is not enough to determine the similarity of object. As shown in Fig. 2(d) , the energy value of object 4 fluctuates and in some points overwhelming the energy value of object 3. Furthermore, it makes the energy value almost has no significant differences for the similarity calculation to find similarity (and dissimilarity) of both objects after occlusion in frame 567, although energy value of both objects fairly different just before occlusion in frame 490. For this reason we add direction value term in the similarity model as the weighting factor to control the energy value for the model to not depend only one feature of object. Fig. 2(b) shows the result of handling occlusion for object 3 and object 4.
Computing energy similarity of two occluded objects in PETS2001 sequence (a) between object 1 and object 2, (b) between object 3 and object 4. Graphs show the value of energy of (c) objects 1 and 2, (d) object 3 and 4. Dashed lines in the graphs imply the occlusion.
The results from of overall object detection and tracking process are shown. Fig. 3 shows the result of overall object detection and tracking process for Corridor sequence. The sequence is taken from video surveillance camera located near the ceiling of a corridor and features one person moving toward the camera. In this sequence the object's size changes gradually from small to large until the person finally walks approximately below the camera. As shown in Fig. 3 , when the object starts to appear in the frame, its motion and residue information is available and the algorithm can recognize it correctly until the object is large and located near the camera. Fig. 4 shows the result of overall object detection and tracking process for Speedway sequence. The sequence is taken from video surveillance camera located in high position and features four vehicles: two vehicles move away from camera and two vehicles move toward the camera. In this sequence the objects' size changes rapidly from large to small for the objects that move away from camera, and vice versa. In the bitstreams, the small objects are too small to have motion and residue information. As a result, those objects cannot be recognized by the segmentation process, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) . In frame 54, shown in Fig. 4(b) , the small objects moving toward the camera are first recognized into single object because their motion and residue information are represented in small amount of adjacent block partitions. As the frame advances, the two objects become large and finally can be recognized as two objects in the frame 186 as shown in Fig. 4(f) . Similarly, object one (red) is getting small as the frame advances and finally unable to be recognized by the algorithm (Fig. 4(e) ). From this experiment it can be seen that the algorithm is able to detect small object with block partitions take up less than one macroblock as long as its appearance is consistent along several frames in the sequence. The sequence features five objects: two persons, two vehicles, and one group of persons where there are two times occlusions between the objects. The first occlusion is occurred between a person and a vehicle ( Fig. 15(b) ). During the occlusion, both objects are identified as single object and labeled as "occluded objects". Because we kept their information prior the occlusion, the label information correctly identified both object to their original label after the occlusion. Similar result also occurred in the second occlusion when another vehicle occluded with group of persons, as shown in Fig. 5(e) . The identification of all objects can be correctly detected prior to occlusion (Fig. 5(d) ) and after occlusion (Fig. 5(f) ). 
Feature extraction of motion activity
In this section we present the result of the extraction of motion activity using the proposed method with a weighting factor and its comparison with the one without the weighting factor. The experiments were performed for surveillance video of QVGA size encoded at 30 fps by an H.264/AVC baseline profile encoder. As shown in Fig. 1 , the quantization of standard deviation of motion vector magnitudes cannot appropriately describe the real motion activity. In this experiment, the surveillance video camera covers a large area, i.e., the mounted camera is far away from the objects. As the result, quantization of the standard deviation without the weighting factor results in incorrect classification of motion intensity. Fig. 6 shows the quantization of the standard deviation of the motion vector magnitudes using a weighting factor. As a result we can identify the motion of the object. The frames that have relatively high motion are quantized as higher intensity level.
We present another result where the position of the camera is relatively low from the floor, which means there is a possibility that the size of objects becomes large so that it might lead to incorrect motion activity quantization.
frames Fig. 6 . Curves of original and quantized standard deviations
In order to see the effect of assigning penalty value in computing the standard deviation of the motion vector magnitudes, we present a screenshot with an object that moves slowly near the camera as shown in Fig 7(a) . For this, the quantized standard deviation without penalty values results in higher intensity levels as shown in Fig 7(b) , compared to those with penalty values in Fig. 7(c) . The object motion activity is abnormally high as having level 4 and 5 in the interval between 134 th frame and 230 th frame, and the interval between 570 th frame to 670 th frame. Assigning penalty values for this sequence gives better quantization result for the same frame as shown in Fig 7(c) . .   Fig 8(a) shows the screenshot of the sequence in which an object moves fast. Fig. 8(b) shows the quantization results of the standard deviation of the magnitude of motion vectors without applying the weighting factor. The quantized standard deviation seems to correctly represent the activity of the objects. However, the video sequence actually consists of the scene where an object moves fast. Fig. 8(c) shows the result of the quantization by applying the weighting factor and penalty values, which results in relatively more appealing quantization results of motion intensity.
Implementations
Here we present the conceptual structure of MPEG-7 Visual for describing the result of motion trajectory and motion activity description to illustrate the practical usage of our method. Fig. 9 . The example of conceptual structure of MPEG-7 metadata to describe object motion trajectory and motion intensity. Fig. 9 shows the example of conceptual structure of MPEG-7 metadata. A multimedia content descriptor from MPEG-7 Multimedia Description Scheme (MDS) (MPEG57/N4242) is the container for video type object description that can be used to describe each of detected objects in the bitstream. As shown in Fig. 9 , the identity of object, which obtained from labeling process described in section 2.1, can be described by an identifier attributes, thus all descriptions inside the video descriptor belong to this object. A video segment descriptor in a video descriptor is used to index the segment of the video having the motion www.intechopen.com intensity description of this object. Each video segment has media time information, describing the frame number where the intensity is annotated. Effective indexing can be generated by describing video segment description for every time frame when the intensity is high. A motion trajectory description describes the coordinate x and y of tracked objects, which can be represented by the interpolation of the centroid of the region resulted by the tracking algorithm. As shown in Fig. 9 , each of x and y coordinates of tracked object is referred by each media time point. Referencing the motion trajectory time point and video segment time point can be performed to find the location of detected object from frame to frame. Suppose the motion intensity description of an object describes a high intensity motion at frame 10, then the corresponding segment media time point of video segment acts as pointer to the media time point of motion trajectory. Then the trajectory of this object can be found by tracing the x and y coordinate values referred by media time point of motion trajectory started from frame 10.
MPEG
Conclusions
In this chapter, a novel approach for extracting the ROI's of multiple moving objects in H.264/AVC bitstream domains is proposed which includes spatial and temporal filtering, similarity model for object detection and tracking and motion activity extraction to enhance indexing. In order to extract the motion activity feature values, we proposed to utilize the macroblock types of H.264/AVC bitstreams by assigning the weighting factor to the block partitions so that the standard deviation of the magnitudes of the motion vectors can be appropriately quantized to represent the motion activity levels. Finally, some examples for the usage of the extracted features are shown for visual information retrieval in the form of MPEG-7 structure that can make it easy the detected object indexing and information retrieval. Future study on the current can be extended to deal with occlusion problems during object detection and tracking in H.264/AVC bitstream domains. 
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